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1. DE4112320(A1) - Injury protection padding for small children - comprises cover of foam material
protect-head and spine and held by straps

Publication Date: 02-Oct-1991
Inventors: PONS ANDRE [DE], PETERKA CLAUDIA [DE]
Applicants: PONS ANDRE [DE], PETERKA CLAUDIA [DE]

Abstract:

The equipment protects small children, particularly of the crawling age or when learning to walk, from injury to
the head or spinal column and the back and sides of the head from shock or injury. ADVANTAGE - Minimum risk
of injury to head and back.

External Links & Translations: Google patents, Espacenet

https://reporteditor.com/viewer.htm?pub=DE___4112320___A1
https://reporteditor.com/viewer.htm?pub=DE___4112320___A1
https://www.google.com/patents/DE4112320A1?cl=en
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?CC=DE&NR=4112320A1&KC=A1&FT=D
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2. US5606744(A) - Baby head guard

Publication Date: 04-Mar-1997
Inventors: LINDY ELAINE [US]

Abstract:

A substantially flat, wearable cushion (10) that a baby carries behind the head. The cushion (10) comprises a
substance having impact absorbency (18) that is covered by a wrapper (20). Its corners are rounded and its size
is wide enough to surround the baby's head and shoulders and long enough to hold two shoulder straps (12).
Shoulder straps (12) are stretchable to ease the baby's arms into the device. Cushion (10) is supported behind
the baby's head without any elements that visually or physically protrude around or upon the baby's head. If the
baby slips, its head, as well as its neck and shoulders, will fall against cushion (10).

External Links & Translations: Google patents, Espacenet

3. JP2005248411(A) - VEST WITH HEAD GUARD FOR BABY

Publication Date: 15-Sep-2005
Inventors: ASO AKANE
Applicants: ASO AKANE

Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a vest with a head guard for protecting the heads of babies in a stage of
sitting down through toddling. ;SOLUTION: This vest has a head guard in which a cushion is put to protect the
head of a baby and soften attack to the back of the head. ;COPYRIGHT: (C)2005,JPO&NCIPI

External Links & Translations: Google, Espacenet

https://reporteditor.com/viewer.htm?pub=US___5606744___A
https://www.google.com/patents/US5606744A?cl=en
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?CC=US&NR=5606744A&KC=A&FT=D
https://reporteditor.com/viewer.htm?pub=JP___2005248411___A
https://www.google.com/#q=JP2005248411
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?CC=JP&NR=2005248411A&KC=A&FT=D
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